Synchrony between single-unit activity and local field potentials in relation to periodicity coding in primary auditory cortex.
1. We recorded responses from 136 single units and the corresponding local field potentials (LFPs) from the same electrode at 44 positions in the primary auditory cortex of 25 juvenile, ketamine-anesthetized cats in response to periodic click trains with click repetition rates between 1 and 32 Hz; to Poisson-distributed click trains with an average click rate of 4 Hz; and under spontaneous conditions. The aim of the study is to evaluate the synchrony between LFPs and single-unit responses, to compare their coding of periodic stimuli, and to elucidate mechanisms that limit this periodicity coding in primary auditory cortex. 2. We obtained averaged LFPs either as click-triggered averages, the classical evoked potentials, or as spike-triggered averages. We quantified LFPs by initial negative peak-to-positive peak amplitude. In addition, we obtained trigger events from negativegoing level crossings (at approximately 2 SD below the mean) of the 100-Hz low-pass electrode signal. We analyzed these LFP triggers similarly to single-unit spikes. 3. The average ratio of the LFP amplitude in response to the second click in a train and the LFP amplitude to the first click as a function of click rate was low-pass with a slight resonance at approximately 10 Hz, and, above that frequency, decreasing with a slope of approximately 24 dB/octave. We found the 50% point at approximately 16 Hz. In contrast, the LFP amplitude averaged over entire click trains was low-pass with a similar resonance but a high-frequency slope of 12 dB/octave and a 50% point at approximately 12 Hz. 4. The LFP amplitude for click repetition rates between 5 and 11 Hz often showed augmentation, i.e., the amplitude increased in response to the first few clicks in the train and thereafter decreased. This augmentation was paralleled by an increase in the probability of firing in single units simultaneously recorded on the same electrode. 5. We calculated temporal modulation transfer functions (tMTFs) for single-unit spikes and for LFP triggers. They were typically bandpass with a best modulating frequency of 10 Hz and similar shape for both single-unit spikes and LFP triggers. The tMTF per click, obtained by dividing the tMTF by the number of clicks in the train, was low-pass with a 50% cutoff frequency at approximately Hz, similar to that for the average LFP amplitude. 6. the close similarity of the tMTFs for single-unit spikes and LFP triggers suggests that single-unit tMTFs can be predicted from LFP level crossings.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)